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Abstract
Synchrotron infrared (IR) and micro-Raman spectroscopic studies have been performed on zeolite
natrolites as a function of the non-framework composition at ambient conditions. This establishes the
spectroscopic characterization of the ion-exchanged natrolites in the alkali-metal series both in the
as-prepared hydrated (M-NAT-hyd, M = Li, Na, K, Rb, and Cs) and some stable dehydrated forms (MNAT-deh, M = Rb and Cs). The former series exhibits non-framework cation-size dependent opening
of the helical channels to span ca. 21° range in terms of the chain rotation angle, ψ (or ca. 45° range
in terms of the chain bridging angle, T-O2-T). For these hydrated phases, both IR and Raman spectra
reveal that the degree of the red-shifts in the frequencies of the helical 8-ring channel as well as the
4-ring unit is proportional to the ionic radius of the non-framework cations. Linear fits to the data show
negative slopes of –55.7 from Raman and –18.3 from IR in the 8-ring frequencies and ionic radius
relationship. The spectroscopic data are also used to identify the modes of the dehydration-induced
“collapse” of the helical 8-ring channels as observed in the stable anhydrous Rb-NAT-deh and CsNAT-deh. In addition, we demonstrate that the spectroscopic data in the hydrated series can be used
to distinguish different water arrangements along the helical channels based on the frequency shifts
in the H-O-H bending band and the changes in the O-H stretching vibration modes.
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Introduction
The structural and chemical diversity of zeolitic minerals
originates from dozens of different framework types and their
selectivity toward non-framework species. Identifying individual
framework structural units and their interactions with specific
non-framework species is therefore crucial to understand the
thermodynamic stability and properties of natural zeolites. Spectroscopic methods such as IR absorption and Raman scattering
have been extensively employed to characterize the interactions
between the framework and non-framework components in
various natural zeolites (Flanigen et al. 1974; De Man and van
Santen 1992). In the case of mineral natrolite, which has been
known to be an exclusively sodium-form in the natrolite group
zeolites, Pechar and Rykl (1983) first calculated the framework
vibrational modes, while mid-IR vibrational modes were obtained by Gottardi and Galli (1985). Later, studies by Goryainov
and coworkers revised the mode assignments based on polarized
Raman and IR spectroscopy as well as lattice dynamics calculations (Goryainov et al. 2000; Goryainov and Smirnov 2001).
The interactions between the non-framework water molecules
and the natrolite framework have also been investigated using
various combinations of spectroscopic methods and calculations
(Boutin et al. 1964; Gunter and Ribbe 1993; Goryainov and
Belitsky 1995; Line and Kearly 1998). Recently, Kolesov and
Geiger (2006) reported the dehydration behavior of natrolite by
in situ high-temperature Raman measurements. They observed
that all the O-H bands become gradually broader and weaker
with increasing temperature up to 570 K. On the other hand,
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the effect of the increase in the structural water content during
the formation of the ordered-paranatrolite and superhydrated
natrolite under hydrostatic pressure has been studied using Raman and IR methods (Demontis et al. 2005; Liu et al. 2010).
We have recently reported that the sodium form of natural
natrolite can be exchanged to various alkali-metal cation forms
in the K-Rb-Cs series in the hydrated states, which induces successive channel widening by up to 18.5% in terms of the unit-cell
volume increase (Lee et al. 2010). Our structural characterizations based on synchrotron X‑ray powder diffraction (XRD)
and Rietveld refinements also revealed that the arrangements
of the non-framework cations and water molecules in the K-,
Rb-, and Cs-exchanged natrolites differ significantly from that
of the original Na-natrolite. Intriguingly, while the distribution
of the non-framework cations becomes similar to one another
upon dehydration at elevated temperatures, only the Rb- and
Cs-forms “remain” anhydrous upon exposure to atmosphere at
ambient conditions (Lee et al. 2011). To shed light into understanding the framework stability as a function of the arrangement
of non-framework species, we have carried out a comprehensive
spectroscopic investigation using synchrotron IR and microRaman spectroscopy on the alkali-metal exchanged natrolites
both in the hydrated and stable dehydrated forms.

Experimental methods
The preparation and structural characterization of the alkali-metal exchanged
natrolites are described elsewhere (Lee et al. 2010, 2011). The as-prepared ionexchanged natrolites are in the hydrated forms, M-NAT-hyd (M = Li, Na, K, Rb,
and Cs), and for the preparation of the apparently stable anhydrous phases, RbNAT-hyd and Cs-NAT-hyd have been heated up to 200 °C in a dry oven over a
few hours and quenched to ambient conditions (thereafter named Rb-NAT-deh and

